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Abstract
This paper describes a feature optimization for a novel
food recognition system based on the analysis of the
power leakage from a microwave oven. Some
microwave energy leak from the microwave oven and
the leakage pattern changes according to the contents
of the microwave oven and also the condition of these
meals. Therefore, we collected the received signal
strength indicator (RSSI) values during the heating
process and analyzed these data by using machine
learning method. We also evaluated the importance of
each features to clarify which features are useful for
food recognition or not. In the results, our study has
successfully demonstrated that we can recognize what
food is cooked in the microwave oven by monitoring the
leakage.

Author Keywords
Food recognition; microwave oven; feature
optimization.

ACM Classification Keywords
I.5.m [PATTERN RECOGNITION]: Miscellaneous.

Introduction
In recent years image-based food recognition has been
an important topic in the field of computer vision
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because of its helpfulness in logging one’s daily food
intake or keeping one’s health automatically. FoodLog
is an example of an implemented food recognition
system based on image processing. Using this system,
you can readily keep the dietary log just by taking
pictures. Since obesity is a growing world problem,
these kind of applications is becoming more important.
However, there have been only a few works on this
topic in other fields. Our main contribution is to propose
a novel food recognition system based on microwave,
especially leaked from commercial microwave ovens.

Most microwave ovens operate at 2.45 GHz and then
leak some amount of microwave radiation while you
are using it. The strength of this microwave is up to
-0.48 dBm, which is much stronger than that of Wi-Fi
signal and therefore we can measure this leakage even
from a distance[1]. In our previous work[1], we have
shown that the leaked energy varies depending on the
contents of the microwave oven and also the condition
of these foods as shown in Figure 1. This can be
attributed to the dielectric property of the substances,
dielectric constant and dissipation factor. Figure 1
shows the difference of the power leakage among
several food items[1], which we used for the food
recognition method. Our proposal method consists of
the following 3 steps: Step 1. Measuring and
monitoring the RSSI changes of the leaked radiation
from the microwave oven, Step 2. Feature extraction
from the obtained values in step 1 and Step 3.
Evaluating the recognition accuracy and optimizing
features.

Using simple logistic regression, we were able to infer
a food item out of a set of 18 labels with 56% accuracy
from only 10 times data per each label. We also

achieved 82% accuracy by including the information of
the heating-time difference of each food. More than
100 features are used and ranked by RankSearch
method. Although the experiment was just conducted
in our laboratory, we believe that our work can be
applied to some food logging applications.

Related works
Researchers have focused on food recognition for
dietary logging and monitoring. Two main categories of
recognition methods based on two different schemes
have been proposed. Solving recognition problems as
image categorization or classification problems is the
most popular method. Kitamura et al. proposed the
“ Foodlog”system based on cell phone camera
function. According to [3, 4, 5], the system extracts the
features of food color, circle edge, and SIFT feature
from food images taken by the user via cell phone and
uploaded to an online system, attaining an accuracy of
91.8% for food-non-food recognition and an accuracy
of 38.2% for the food balance estimator of five food
categories. In [6, 7], the authors selected color, texture,
gradient, and SIFT features to do training with a
separate classifier for each feature. Finally, all the
classifiers are weighted combined with the multiple
kernel learning method. Recognition accuracies of
61.3% and 62.5% are achieved for 50 and 85
categories of Japanese food using 9 and 17 features,
respectively. In [8], the authors utilized the pairwise
statistics between local features computed over
pixel-level segmentations into eight ingredient types.
They acquired a recognition accuracy of 28.2% with 61
food categories and 78.0% with 7 food categories.
Other food recognition methods using wearable
devices to recognize and record food intake have also
been proposed. P. Sebastian et al. proposed a food
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(a) Empty (b) Water (c) Ice

(d) Fried rice (e) Dumpling (f) Spaghetti

Figure 1: Time change of output voltage and contents in the chamber [1].

intake recognition method by investigating the
acoustics of chewing different kinds of food [9].
Actually, research on the power leakage of the
microwave oven has been conducted on energy
harvesting [1] and WLAN network communication
quality [10]. In this paper, we explore the usage of
microwave oven leakage for food recognition.

Microwave leakage from microwave oven
Microwave oven is one of the most famous cooking
device that heats meals by using microwave energy,
mainly at 2.45 GHz. The power absorption of
microwaves by foods can be described by the following
equation:

P = 0.556× 10−12 × εr × tanδ × f × E2 (1)

where P is the power absorption, f is the frequency of
microwaves, E is the electric field intensity, εr is the
relative permittivity and tanδ is the loss tangent. Note
that the relative permittivity and the loss tangent
changes depending on the contents of the microwave
oven and also the condition of these foods as shown in
table 1 [2]. As a result, the characteristics of the power
leakage differ as shown in the figure1.

Recognition Scheme
In this section, we illustrate the recognition scheme of
the proposed method. We first describe the system
configuration. Then we list the detailed information of
the food categories in our recognition experiment.
Finally we go into data measurement and
downsampling before feature extraction.
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Table 1: Characteristic parameters of selected dielectric
materials at room temperature and 2.45 GHz [2].

Material Relative permittivity Loss tangent
Bacon(smoked) 2.50 0.05
Beef(frozen) 4.4 0.12
Beef(raw) 52.4 0.3302
Butter(salted) 4.6 0.1304
Butter(unsalted) 2.9 0.1552
Corn oil 2.6 0.0077
Egg white 35.0 0.5
Lard 2.5 0.0360
Olive oil 2.46 0.0610

System Configuration
To investigate how the distance between the
microwave oven and the USRP receiver (which we call
“ recognition distance”) affects the recognition result,
we take the recognition distance into consideration as
one of the parameters. We investigate three
recognition distances: 0.3 m, 5 m as a typical example
of a room, and 10 m as a typical example of a house.

In our recognizing system, the microwave oven we
utilize is the NE-EZ2 manufactured by National, a
turning-plate microwave oven that is ordinarily available
in the market. As for the USRP utilized in our system,
we adopt the USRP2 manufactured by Ettus Research
with the antenna VERT2450 by the same manufacturer
[11]. The software defined radio (SDR) tool GNU Radio
is utilized to control the USRP [12]. We briefly describe
the working scheme of the USRP. After the
radiofrequency signal is received by the antenna, the
raw signal (data) is first sampled by the internal A/D
converter with a sampling frequency of 100 MHz. The
signal (data) then goes through processing, such as
downsampling with FPGA and filtering. The processed

data are finally transmitted to the PC via an ethernet
cable as I/Q signal.

Label Food Brand Weight
(g)

Time
(s)

a Corn dog LAWSON 60 40
b Cream stew LAWSON 250 100
c Curry sauce LAWSON 250 100
d Dumpling LAWSON 80 80
e French fries OreIda 100 90
f Fried rice LAWSON 230 200
g Gratin Meji 200 270
h Fried chicken AjiNoMoto 100 80
i Okonomiyaki TableMark 294 240
j Spaghetti Nissin 300 310
k Pizza AQLI 100 90
l Porridge Home-made 250 80

m Rice LAWSON 250 170
n Rice ball Nissui 80 110
o Siumai Nissui 85 90
p Taiyaki LAWSON 92 90
q Takoyaki TableMark 100 140
r Water Home-made 100 120

Table 2: Detail information of 18 categories of food.

Food Category
We select 18 categories of food that are usually sold at
grocery stores. Table 2 lists detailed information about
the 18 categories of food. The“ Time”column in
Table 2 stands for the heating time of each kind of food.
We should note that all food categories we select are
off-the-shelf products from food manufacturers, which
are normally heated in packet as they are. Because
different kinds of food are packed with different net
weights, the weights of different food are different in
Table 2. For each category of food, we heat ten
packages with the same weight and manufacturer. In
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other words, raw data measurement is repeated 10
times for each kind of food. Thus, we utilize 180 data
sets to conduct recognition.

Data Downsampling
Downsampling is an important preprocessing to reduce
the size of data and to speed up the process. However,
the downsampling frequency also has an impact on
recognition accuracy, because different amounts of
information will be lost or filtered when different
downsample frequencies are adopted. To investigate
how downsampling frequency affects recognition
accuracy, we adopt four downsampling frequencies:
500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, and 5 kHz. We show the raw
data with the recognition distance of 0.3 m and the
downsampling frequency of 2 kHz in Figure 2. Three
main feature aspects are marked with numbers in
Figure 2, which we illustrate in the following list:

1. Average RSSI level. The average RSSI level of
French fries is higher than that of pizza according
to 2. There is a similar average level gap
between other different categories of food. We
can extract features such as mean, max, min,
median, etc., to evaluate such difference between
food categories.

2. Fluctuation. The fluctuation feature such as the
amplitude of French fries is higher than that of
pizza according to Figure 2. We can extract other
features, such as range, standard deviation, etc.,
to evaluate the such difference between food
categories.

3. Turning cycle. We note that the raw data for all 18
categories of food are varied with a time cycle of
approximately 12 s. We should also note that the

12-second time cycle is the turning cycle of the
turning-plate inside the microwave oven.

To sum up, these three aspects are the main root from
which we can draw out more specific features for
recognition.
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Figure 2: Raw data measured with the recognition distance
of 0.3 m and the down sampling frequency of 2 kHz. Red:
pizza. Green: French fries.

Feature Extraction and Optimization
In this section, we introduce the features we extract to
conduct recognition.We first extract specific features
from the three aspects above. Then we conduct
feature optimization via evaluating the importance of
each feature and the relationship between recognition
accuracy and the amount of adopted features.

In this section, we introduce the features we extract to
conduct recognition. We first extract specific features
from the three aspects above. Then we conduct
feature optimization by evaluating the importance of
each feature and the relationship between recognition
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accuracy and the amount of adopted features.

Table 3: 46 features for recognition.

No. Feature Name No. Feature Name

1 average 2 standard deviation
3 maximum 4 minimum
5 max mode 6 min mode
7 median 8 range
9 kurtosis 10 skewness
11 mean deviation1 12 root mean square
13 coefficient of variation 14-

18
auto-covariance2

19-
23

auto-correlation3 24-
46

all 1-23 features for
step difference4

Feature Extraction
To make use of the first two feature aspects, which are
average RSSI level and fluctuation, we select 46
features, as we demonstrate in Table 3. Furthermore,
we exploit the third feature aspect, which is 12-second
cycle of raw data. As we can see from Figure 1, the
characteristics of microwave leakage varies for different
food along with the heating time. Considering the
12-second turning cycle (for all 18 kinds of food) of the
turning plate in the microwave oven, we make use of
this common turning cycle of all kinds of food (12 s) to
divide the time-varying raw data into data frames with
the time length of 12 s. Considering the heating-time
length in Table 2 (the heating-time of corn dog, at 40 s,
is the shortest), we utilize the first three data frames

1the mean deviation is defined by 1
n

∑n

i=1
|xi − x|

2Time-shifted auto-covariance (0.05 s, 0.1 s, 0.5 s, 1.0 s, 2.0 s)
3Time-shifted auto-correlation (0.05 s, 0.1 s, 0.5 s, 1.0 s, 2.0 s)
4e.g. ”The standard deviation of step difference” means ”the stan-

dard deviation of {x2 − x1, x3 − x2, ..., xn − xn−1}”

(time: 1-12 s, 13-24 s, 25-36 s) for all 18 kinds of food.
We extract features in Table 3 from the all-time-length
data, the first frame raw data (1-12 s), the second
frame raw data (13-24 s), and the third frame raw data
(25-36 s) (thus, we extract a total of 184 features = 46
features × 4) and conduct recognition. We utilize all
features in Table 3 to the raw data under all recognition
conditions (recognition distances and downsampling
frequencies). The machine learning software WEKA
(Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) is
applied to conduct recognition [13, 14]. We select
Attribute Selected Classifier combined with Simple
Logistic to conduct recognition. We also utilize Rank
Search as the search method to acquire the
importance ranking of all features. A 10-fold
cross-validation is used to evaluate the feature data.
The recognition accuracy is specified as the percent of
correctly classified sample numbers out of all 180
samples (data sets) utilized for recognition. We present
the recognition accuracy result using the feature
extraction above (184 features) in Table 4. We show
the heat map of the confusion matrix with a 5-meter
recognition distance and a 2 kHz downsampling
frequency (recognition accuracy of 84.4%) in Figure 3.
We should mention the following findings from Table 4::

• The recognition accuracy shows an increasing
trend with the same recognition distance as we
increase the data downsampling frequency.

• With the same downsampling frequency, the
recognition accuracy does not decrease. The
recognition distance increases, but remains at
the same level within the distance range of 10 m.

• The average recognition accuracy under all
recognition conditions (recognition distance and
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downsampling frequency) is 82.3%, which is
comparable with other related work.

Dist. vs Freq. 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 5 kHz
0.3 m 80.6% 81.7% 80.0% 83.9%
5 m 80.6% 80.6% 84.4% 84.4%

10 m 79.4% 81.7% 85.6% 84.4%

Table 4: Recognition accuracy of 18 categories of food using
the all-time-length data and the first three frames of raw data
(totally 184 features) with different recognition distances and
down sampling frequencies.

For the findings above, we state the following facts.
First, with lower downsampling frequency, more
information is lost from the original raw data during
downsampling. Thus, the recognition accuracy is lower
than that of high downampling frequency. Second, for
some features extracted from all-time-length raw data,
the heating time length information is contained within
such features.

Because of features, which are evoked from
all-time-length raw data (the heating-time duration of
different food is mostly different according to Table 2)),
the recognition accuracy remains while we increase
the recognition distance. Such features enhance the
robustness of the proposed recognition scheme
against the effect of recognition distance. However,
sometimes heating-time length information is not
suitable to be used as a recognition feature, as shown
in Figure 3, where cream stew and curry sauce are
partially mixed because they are heated with the same
heating-time length (100 s) according to 2. To exclude
the impact of different heating-time duration of different
kinds of food, we conduct recognition using 46 features
in Table 3 extracted from only the first three frames as

we mentioned above. For each of the three frames of
any food category in Table 2, the heating time length is
the same, which is 12 s. Therefore, we utilize 138
features extracted from the three frames of raw data.
Table 5 shows the recognition accuracy with different
recognition distances and downsampling frequencies.
The average recognition accuracy with different
recognition distances and downsampling frequencies is
about 56.2%. As we excluded the effect of different
heating-time length during feature selection, the results
in Table 5 also show that the distance increasing from
0.3 m to 10 m does not impose a negative impact on
the recognition accuracy of the proposed scheme. We
show the heatmap of the confusion matrix with 5-meter
recognition distance and 2-kHz down sampling
frequency (recognition accuracy of 60.0%) in Figure 4.

Dist. vs Freq. 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 5 kHz
0.3 m 62.2% 57.8% 52.2% 58.3%
5 m 52.8% 51.1% 60.0% 54.4%

10 m 52.8% 55.6% 55.6% 61.1%

Table 5: Recognition accuracy of 18 categories of food using
the first three frames of raw data (totally 138 features) with
different recognition distances and down sampling
frequencies.

Feature Optimization
Utilizing the features that include (when using 184
features) or exclude (when using 138 features) the
difference of heating-time duration of different kinds of
food, we acquire the recognition accuracy as presented
in Tables 4 and Table 5. We now concentrate on the
importance of each feature and the relationship
between the feature amount and recognition accuracy.

As for the case utilizing 184 features, we show the five
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most important features with different recognition
distances and down sampling frequencies in Table 6.
The feature number corresponds to the number in
Table 3. The feature number with the suffix [0-12]
stands for the feature extracted from the first raw data
frame, whereas the suffixes [12-24] and [24-36] stand
for the features of the second and third frames,
respectively. The feature number with no suffix stands
for the feature of all-time-length raw data. The
importance rank is according to the Rank Search
method of WEKA.

Figure 3: Heatmap of the confusion matrix with all 184
features, 5 m recognition dist. and 2 kHz down sampling freq.

Dist. vs Freq. 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 5 kHz

0.3 m
24,30,34

39,36
24,30,34

36,11
24,30,34

29,28
24,30,34

29,28

5 m
24,30,36

34,29
24,30,36

34,29
24,30,28

29,36
24,30,29

28,36

10 m
24,30,36

35,31
24,30,29

28,36
24,30,28

29,36
24,30,29

28,36

Table 6: Top 5 features among 184 features with different
recognition distances and down sampling frequencies.

Figure 4: Heatmap of the confusion matrix with all 138
features, 5 m recognition dist. and 2 kHz down sampling freq.

Figure 5: The relationship between top feature amount and
recognition accuracy for the case of 184 features with 5 m
recognition distance and 2 kHz down sampling frequency.

We can observe from Table 6 that all top five features
for different recognition distances and down sampling
frequencies are 1) the features extracted from
all-time-length raw data and 2) step difference features
that include heating-time length information. We can
resolve that the features related to the heating-time
length difference of different kinds of food are the most
robust features for recognition while all 184 features
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are utilized. The more directly the feature is
determined by heating-time length difference, the more
important the feature is for recognition.

We select the recognition condition of 5-meter
recognition distance and 2 kHz downsampling
frequency to investigate the relationship between the
feature amount and recognition accuracy as
demonstrated in Figure 5. The reason why we select a
5-meter distance is that this distance is the most
similar to the real size of a normal room in a person ’s
home among all three recognition distances (0.3 m, 5
m, and 10 m). With the 2 kHz downsampling frequency
we acquired the highest recognition accuracy at
5-meter distance with less amount of data, compared
with 5 kHz downsampling frequency according to Table
4. As shown in Figure 5, with the top ten features,
which contains the information of the heating-time
length difference among different food, the recognition
accuracy increases from 84.44% to 88.30%. This
result shows that the total heating-time difference
among different kinds of food is decisive if we can use
this difference as feature for recognition.

D vs F 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 5 kHz

0.3 m
1[0-12]
11[0-12]
12[0-12]

9[24-36]
11[24-36]

1[0-12]

9[24-36]
3[24-36]
11[24-36]

1[0-12]
11[24-36]
12[0-12]

5 m
1[24-36]
12[24-36]
11[0-12]

34[24-36]
11[0-12]
1[24-36]

34[24-36]
18[24-36]
11[24-36]

18[24-36]
11[24-36]
1[24-36]

10 m
1[24-36]
19[0-12]
30[0-12]

1[24-36]
34[12-24]
12[12-24]

1[24-36]
7[12-24]
17[12-24]

1[24-36]
18[24-36]
17[12-24]

Table 7: Top 3 features among 138 features with different
recognition distances and down sampling frequencies.

We also investigate the top 3 features while 138
features are utilized for recognition with different
recognition distances and downsampling frequencies
as indicated in Table 7. The feature number is the
same with Table 3, and the suffix is also the same as
we illustrated. As we can see from Table 7, most of the
top 3 important features are among Features 1 to 23,
which is different with the results in Table 6. This result
shows that without the all-time-length raw data,
Features 24 to 46 do not contain the difference of the
heating-time length among different kinds of food
anymore, which makes them not as important as in
Table 6. The features as average (Feature 1), median
(Feature 11), etc., become the most important features
according to Table 7.

Again we look into the relationship between the top
feature amount and recognition accuracy for the
condition with a total of 138 features, 5-meter
recognition distance, and 2 kHz downsampling
frequency. Figure 6 depicts the result.

46.67%	  

53.89%	  

52.78%	  

57.78%	  

58.33%	  

60.00%	  

0%	  
10%	  
20%	  
30%	  
40%	  
50%	  
60%	  
70%	  

10	   20	   50	   100	   120	   138(all)	  
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Figure 6: The relationship between top feature amount and
recognition accuracy for the case of 138 features with 5-m
recognition distance and 2-kHz down sampling frequency.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a food recognizing system by
monitoring the power leakage from a microwave oven.
This system exploits the difference of the power
leakage from the microwave oven caused by heating
different kinds of food to conduct recognition. Eighteen
categories of food were recognized with an average
recognition accuracy of 82.3% using 184 features that
contain the information of heating-time difference of
different kinds of food. The average recognition
accuracy was 56.2% using 138 features, excluding the
information of the heating-time difference among food
categories. Parameters such as recognition distance
(between the USRP and the microwave oven) and data
downsampling frequency were also investigated by
conducting recognition with the combination of three
recognition distances (0.3 m, 5 m, 10 m) and four
downsampling frequencies (500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, and
5 kHz).
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